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Abstract - One from the important problems, is a 
problem of limited frequency’s number between radio 
electronic equipment’s (REE) within large group. It is 
necessary that all REE may operate with specific cor- 
relation of signal-noise (interference) on boundaries 
of their service’s zones, eon sideling of electromag- 
netic compatibility. The aim of the work is the process 
of recommendations on application of genetic algo- 
rithms (GA) for solution of the optimal forming of 
ffequencies - territorial scalę of REE.
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The high efficiency of REE stimulates fast rates 
of their distribution in all areas of human activity. Ac- 
cording to this the electromagnetic situation becomes 
moke difficult, consequently arises the problem of 
electromagnetic compatibility in condition frequen- 
cies’s channel limitation. One from such problems, is 
the problem is distribution frequency channel in lim
ited condition, within a large group of REE, with a 
proper correlation of signal-noise at the boundaries of 
their operational zones. The solution of given problem 
amount to optimization is ffequent - territorial scalę 
(FTS). At a moment this problem is decided by con- 
sideration review of several pairs, with the conse- 
quent complex processing results of researches. For 
example, a radio set is selected with which a individ- 
ual assigned frequency. Then the pair variants of op- 
eration this REE with other one are examine, next the 
most appropriate frequencies for these of REE of clas- 
sification are selected. This procedurę is repeated a lot 
of times for all classification. As a result each REE 
has a specific frequencies, but in case that the radios 
received frequency in last tum the station in which 
the last REE will has not appropriate level of signal- 
noise on boundary of operating zonę.

The aim of this publication is processing of the 
recommendations on application of GA for the solu
tion of frequency-territorial distribution for all REE 
classification’s.

The simple GA, includes three simples operators,
there are the following:
• Operator of reproduction (OR)
• Operator of Crossing (OC)
• Operator of mutation (OM)
OR is know as the artificial version of natural 

selection. The OR realizes a choice best of chromo- 
somes for the next operation of GA, it is operation of 
Crossing. OC is a casual rupture chromosomes of the 
same size with their consequent connection in a new 
casual combination. This fact supports the search of an 
optimum on all area of acceptable Solutions. The OG 
realizes "moving" on total area of Solutions using the 
“jump”. It allows to quit from local optimum, but also 
detection of global extremum does not guarantee. The 
mutation is a casual genetic changes within chromo- 
some, were intended for finding news qualitative 
properties, intrinsic defined solution.

The GA provide a random search of suitable So
lutions, the way of optimization fitness function (FF). 
In a role of FF for given problem, it’s to use value 
describing a level a signal - noise on a boundaries of 
operating zones all REE in classification. The value of 
genets can accept values of all allowed frequencies in 
classification. After casual creation of a source popu- 
lation (set chromosomes) the OR selects chromosome 
for OC and OM, which create qualitatively new by 
casual image. If the values FF of these Solutions a 
rather great, they can get in a new population and to 
participate in the next cycles of operation of GA. This 
the population chromosomes with good values of FF 
is created, from this values (as the best) chromosomes 
are selected (for given problem it is a best FTS).

Accuracy and ratę of finding of the best solution 
depend on parameters GA, manner of coding infor- 
mation in chromosomes, also from the size of an ini- 
tial population.

The number of experiments was conducted. The 
aim of it was detection of degree of influence of var- 
ied parameters GA on tatę and accuracy of solution’s 
finding of given above problem. These parameters 
were the various procedures of choice chromosomes
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on reproduction stage, level and degree of mutation in 
strings (iines), also the number of chromosomes in an 
initial population.

The experiments have shown, that the it is morę 
chromosomes in initial population, then the faster GA 
fmds appropriateble solution. It’s a fact that calculat- 
ing difficult is increasing and there fore process of 
operation GA becomes morę durablis in time. It’is 
necessary to fmd the conciliatory proposal. According 
to the authors opinion, such solution is the size of ini
tial population approximately equal (0.25 — 0.30) *n 
chromosomes, where n — amount of researched ob- 
jects (for our case, n the number REE in classifica- 
tion).

In reproductions stage the procedurę of chromo
somem choice renders significant influence to a 
course of calculating. Were investigated a simples, 
biquadratic, relative roulette and procedurę of cut of 
the worst Solutions. In usual roulette gamę, the bali 
has absolute identical chances to stay in anyone sec- 
tors. But if the roulette is divided into unequal sectors 
(fig.l), the probability roulettes bali will stay in broad 
sector, is great, and narrow — is smali.

)

Fig. 1

With the reference to function of GA, each sector of 
formed simple roulette corresponds to one chromo
somes and the size of the sector is proportional to this 
chromosome’s goal function. The inequality of rou
lette sectors leads to nonuniformity of chromosomes 
choice. The casual character of choice can not lead in 
choice chromosomes with extremely good value FF, 
but for average OC and OM will be selected the best 
chromosomes, which will participate in creation of 
acceptable solution.

The main difference between biquadratic and 
simple roulette is, that FF of each of chromosomes is 
raised in the fourth degree. It provides increasing of 
probability of a choice chromosomes with Iarge value 
of FF. For example: let there are two chromosomes 
in population the values of these chromosomes are

equal 0.4 and 0.6. The probabilities of choice these 
chromosomes using simple roulette are equal 0.4 and
0.6 accordingly, and using biquadratic are equal 0.16 
and 0.84. The wide difference is observing on initial 
stages of operation GA, then the FF chromosomes 
have smali values. On finał stage, when FF chromo
somes are rather great and are identical, biquadratic 
roulette operates as simples.

The operation of relative roulette considerably 
differs from simple one. The operation of relative 
roulette can be described as follows: the worst linę 
must be selected from all population, it value of FF is 
multiplied on 0.95. The obtained result takes as a start 
of counting. Next recalculating FF from each of chro
mosomes of population in relative values is further 
produced. These values are calculated as difference 
between the value of FF each chromosomes and 
starting of counting. The is "stretching" rangę of val- 
ues FF chromosomes of population is produced. The 
total value of all relative values FF chromosomes of 
population undertakes square of all słabe of roulette, 
and sectors of formed roulette are the relative values 
from each chromosomes. It is a fact that the best 
chromosomes in relative roulette have probability of a 
choice for the next procedurę morę than ten times 
greatly than worse ones. Let's return to an offered ex- 
ample: the worse lines or (chromosomes) with FF 
equal 0.4 is multiplied on 0.95. As a result we have 
value equal 0.38, this number must be received as a 
beginning of counting. The relative value of worst 
chromosomes is equal 0.4-0.38 = 0.02, and for best 
ones 0.6-0.38 = 0.22. Therefore probability of choice 
for best chromosomes 0.22 / (0.22 + 0.02) = 0.92, and 
worse ones is - 0.08. Utilization of relative roulette 
gives advantages before idle time on initial stages of 
operation GA. In a finał phase of algorithm operation 
the application of such means is undesirable, as the 
probability of choice chromosomes using relative 
roulette does not depend on values of them FF. The 
relative registres residual between the best and worst 
chromosomes only, and for OC and OM will be se
lected same chromosomes. It provides narrowing of 
searching space of suitable solution.

OR operation "cut" deletes from populations the 
worst Solutions. This procedurę perfectly operates, 
when the researched function has "smooth" sort fig.2a, 
or it has some equivalent extremums fig.2b. In case 
that researched function has sort shown at fig.2c, the 
application o f the given procedurę very seldom leads 
to finding sought solution, thus in case of hitting in 
one o f local extremums "cut" leads in fast conver- 
gence of population. OC here does not operate. It 
does not allow to leave from deep local extremum.
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This or that procedurę uses depending on stage 
of calculations. In the beginning of calculations, when 
FF has smali values, the relative and biąuadratic rou- 
lette “operates” perfectly, just these procedures pro- 
vides " most directed " search at the expense of selec- 
tion only best chromosomes, that on initial stage is 
positive feature. At this stage "direction" of search is 
selected and the eventual result depends on its selec- 
tion. On finał a stage, when the founded solution dif- 
fers insignificantly fforn the value of stopping crite- 
rion of GA, it is recommended to use a simples rou- 
lette, which in difference fforn relative, allows to se- 
lect not only best chromosomes populations, but also 
chromosomes with a smali value FF. It provides the 
extension of searches area of acceptable solution. The 
fig.3 is represented the dependence’s between frnding 
of acceptable solution and the number of steps of 
GA’s operation with a diverse procedures of selection 
chromosomes at stage of reproduction.

If during function GA has got in a local extre- 
mum, it is recommended to use "biąuadratic" roulette, 
with high level of mutation, or depositing in popula- 
tion of so-called "chaos". In a role of "chaos” it is rec
ommended to introduce to population accidentally 
generated chromosomes.

The leaded researches also have shown, that ac- 
cording to amount of steps GA and intermediate re- 
sults of FF it is possible to judge about the degree of 
"variability" of researched function surface. For ex- 
ample, if GA during smali number of operation cycles
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Fig. 3

fmds suitable solution and the procedurę of "cutting" 
is used, that researched function has "smooth" form 
with exactly expressed by one or several identical lo
cal extremums, satisfying to creation of stopping. If 
GA fmds the suitable solution with using biąuadratic 
or simples roulette only, and at that values of FF best 
of chromosomes populations are stationary for a long 
time, it is possible to draw a conclusion, that the re
searched function has "ravine" kind. The fig.4 has 
presented two graphic, which permitting to judge 
about degree of "variability" of the researched func
tion. One of them is corresponded to the "smooth" 
function, and another one to "ravine" kind.

The recognition of the researched function al
lows to give the recommendations at the choice of 
parameters GA for providing solution of the concrete 
optimization problem.
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Step GA
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Fig. 4

In the conclusion it would be desirable to notice, 
that GA can use successfully for other problem of 
integral optimization, such as the problem of direct- 
sales, representative of the problem of tracing and 
packing, but each new problem reąuires the unique 
customizations.
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